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about 
Col. Shyam Vijaya Simha, SM

24 years of service in the Indian Army with rich expertise in
operations management, cross functional abilities, with
specialisation in the field of operational logistics, warehousing
and supply chain management. 

Skilled in contracts management, problem solving, critical
thinking, team building, strategic management, strategy
formulation, and project management. Dynamic and mission-
oriented Army Officer who is accomplished in handling
multifarious functions across Operations, HR Management,
Business Development, fostering Operational Efficiency,
Logistics, Team Building and stimulating high team Performance.

Acclaimed track record in implementing HRM functions to
enhance employee satisfaction, retention rates and increased
employee efficiency. Strong verbal and written communication
skills to further organisational objectives.
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Corporate Speaking Modules

For Mid-level Managers
SPEAKING TITLE : GROW THROUGH
WHAT YOU GO THROUGH

For Leadership Teams
SPEAKING TITLE : WIN YOUR WARS

For New Hires
SPEAKING TITLE : SUMMIT THE
MOUNTAINS IN YOU
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Objective:

Key Messages:

Win 
your 
Wars

Mired with bundles of challenges forcing us to walk the unkempt

obstacle ridden alleys, life opens up into a war front day after day.

Most of the times giving up appears as the only option. Many of us

walk away even before we start. Staying course when all flags are

down, walking that one last step when just standing appears an

impossibility. Never giving up even when all odds are stacked against

you is the trick to win your wars.

Length: 45 Minutes + 30 Q&A

Push yourself up , never ever give up. Aim for stars and stay course to

win your wars



Objective:

Key Messages:

Grow through what
you go through

Setback does not mean sit back. It  does not say that you are
done. Setbacks arent closed chapters. They are the tests to
check your performance and show the blindspots to you for
improvement. Be patient and endure them. Plan and train to
wade through them. Learn the lesson which they so generously
are teaching you.Train hard when you fail. 

Train harder when you win. But always endeavour to grow through with

what you go through
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Length: 45 Minutes + 30 Q&A



Objective:

Key Messages:

Summit the
Mountains in you

Enormity of the problem should not be the decider in setting the

course to your goals and aims. The fog of confusion isn't a permanent

screen between you and your goal. The climb  to summit isn't tough.

Prepare yourself. Declutter your mind. Develop immense focus and

patience. Believe in your abilities.  Learn and develop new skills. Walk

with faith towards that coveted summit.

Rediscover yourself. Be a winner for life.
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Length: 45 Minutes + 30 Q&A
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EMAIL ADDRESS

bshyamvijayasimha9@gmail.com

PHONE NUMBER

+91 9070033838

INVITE ME
FOR LEADERSHIP TALKS


